Purpose: Respiratory motion may impose significant inaccuracies on emission activity estimation in quantitative SPECT. This effect may be a major issue in dosimetry as used in the management of liver radioembolization. The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of respiratory motion on radioembolization liver dosimetry for different SPECT acquisition settings. Methods: In a series of SPECT/CT Monte Carlo simulations using several digital XCAT phantoms, the following parameters were varied: breathing/nonbreathing, liver tumor size (0.3-35 ml) and location, patient properties (body mass index ranging from underweight to obese; male and female), acquisition time (10-30 s/view), collimator setup (High Sensitivity, High Resolution, Ultra High Resolution) and tumor VOI. The effect of applying a respiratory gating scheme was examined as well. Results: Breathing decreased activity recovery and tumor/non-tumor (T/N) ratios on average from 90% to 66%. VOIs based on SPECT images instead of breath-hold CT improved T/N values significantly. The most accurate results were obtained using a gating scheme combined with SPECT-based VOIs. Scan duration, body mass index, sex, and location all had a minor effect. Lung shunt fraction estimations were relatively unaffected by any of the varied parameters. Conclusions: Respiratory motion has a large effect on SPECT activity quantitation of liver tumors as used in radioembolization treatment planning and assessment. As compared with the other parameters that were varied in this study, respiration is the predominant degrading effect on image quantitation. Gating alleviates much of this detrimental effect.
INTRODUCTION
It is acknowledged that quantitative imaging is essential for accurate personalized dosimetry in image-guided radionuclide therapies, like radioembolization (RE). To achieve accurate SPECT data, compensation methods for attenuation, scatter, and distance-dependent resolution effects are generally applied. [1] [2] [3] However, respiratory motion still is a largely neglected issue in clinical SPECT, in contrast to PET and preclinical SPECT. 4, 5 Quantitative images acquired without respiratory motion correction can potentially lead to inaccuracies in the estimated activity and consequently in the absorbed dose estimates. [6] [7] [8] Respiratory motion compensation in PET has received substantial attention in the literature [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] with applications in specific thoracic areas like the lungs, 9 ,11 the heart 14,15 and more generic approaches. 12, [16] [17] [18] In SPECT, respiratory motion compensation techniques are largely focused on myocardial imaging, [19] [20] [21] [22] which is still its major application area. The added complexity of especially the sequential sampling of projections 20 and the limited resolution, as compared with PET, may have limited the interest in respiratory motion compensation techniques for SPECT. 23 However, the increasing use of SPECT for dosimetry of isotopes in radionuclide therapy 24 and the ensuing need for the development of quantitative methods justifies further investigation into the subject.
Radioembolization of the liver, which is a rapidly growing radionuclide-based therapy for liver cancer, is taken as an exemplar application in the present paper. In order to predict microsphere biodistribution prior to administering the therapeutic 90 Y microspheres, 99m Tc macro aggregated albumin (MAA) particles are injected and a SPECT/CT scan is acquired. These SPECT/CT images can be used for lung dose estimations and detection of potential extra-hepatic depositions. [25] [26] [27] [28] But they may also be used to predict the tumor dose and the dose to the healthy liver parenchyma by the subsequent administration of 90 Y microspheres, [29] [30] [31] which enables a more patient-specific treatment planning. 32 This requires the quantitative reconstruction of pretherapy 99m Tc safety scans.
To our knowledge, no systematic attempts have been reported in the literature to quantitate the effects of respiratory motion on dosimetry on organ level (e.g., lung dose) and smaller scale levels (e.g., tumor dose) in SPECT. Therefore, in this study, we have performed a series of digital phantom experiments in order to systematically quantitate the impact of respiratory motion on dosimetric measures at both the level of entire organs and at the smaller scale level and compared these against a known ground truth. In addition, we have explored the effect of a common (PET) gating technique and the influence of acquisition protocols, patient-related parameters, and different realistic volume-of-interest demarcation techniques on dosimetric outcomes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Phantom
The digital 4D XCAT phantom used in this study facilitates the construction of realistic anthropomorphic configurations suitable for SPECT simulation, including respiratory motion and the possibility to simulate tumors at arbitrary locations. 33 A number of patient-related, acquisition, and analysis-related parameters were investigated (Table I) .
2.A.1. Patient-related parameters
Deep abdominal breathing motion, with a maximum diaphragm displacement of 3 cm 34, 35 and a maximum anteriorposterior displacement of the thorax of 1.2 cm within a 5-s cycle 36 was simulated. In order to insert realistic variance due to body geometry in the quantitative analyses, four different body types were generated, each with a different body mass index (BMI): a normal weight man (BMI: 25.8 kg/m 2 ), a normal weight woman (BMI: 24.3 kg/m 2 ), an obese man (BMI: 40.7 kg/ m 2 ), and an underweight man (BMI 13.6 kg/m 2 ), shown in Fig. 1 . Furthermore, for each of these body types, different combinations of tumor location and tumor size were simulated. To prevent spillover effects between neighboring hotspots, only a single tumor was placed within the liver per phantom realization. The chosen tumor sizes ranged from very small (0.3 ml) to moderate (34 ml) in five equidistant volume intervals. The tumor was placed in one of the five predetermined locations both in the SPECT (activity) map and the CT (attenuation) map. These locations were chosen such that they were regularly spaced within the liver, covering a wide range of volume in each dimension and including locations close to the lung border. The largest tumors were still completely encapsulated by liver tissue at each of the chosen locations. Figure 1 shows the locations for each generated body type. This yielded a total of 25 independent combinations of tumor size and location. The tumor-to-normal ratio was set to be 5, which is within the range of clinically observed tumor/nontumor (T/N) ratios in RE. 37, 38 To also analyze quantitation in the lungs, each phantom configuration was given lung shunt fractions (LSF) of 0% and 5%, an important dosimetric parameter in RE. The values are chosen to be close to the clinical median LSF reported earlier. 39 For the 200 resulting phantom configurations, the respiratory motion was sampled at 15 time points, to assure a smooth temporal motion profile, even when subsequent gating schemes were employed. This resulted in 15 activity and attenuation maps with cubic voxel sizes of 0.468 cm. These maps were used for subsequent simulation of SPECT projection data.
The described phantom configurations are instances of the ground truth (GT) against which SPECT reconstructions were evaluated. An overview of the phantom configurations is presented in Table I . To allow an efficient analysis for every parameter a reference value was chosen against which other parameters are tested for effect on dosimetry outcome (see Table I ).
2.B. Simulation of SPECT projection data
In every simulation, 150 MBq 40 of 99m Tc activity for each of the 15 temporal frames was forward projected, using a validated Monte Carlo-based method, called the Utrecht Monte Carlo System (UMCS). 41 Up to 10 orders of scatter and attenuation were simulated. The energy window was centered at 140 keV, with a total width of 15%.
These experiments were performed with three different collimators: Low Energy High Resolution (LEHR), Low Energy High Sensitivity (LEHS), and Low Energy Ultra High Resolution (LEUHR). Depth-dependent collimator response (CDR) was simulated using precalculated quantitatively correct CDR kernels, 42 based on an MCNPX model of the Siemens Symbia T SPECT/CT system, similar to, 43 using the company-provided specifications. The projection data were simulated on a 128 9 128 matrix with a pixel size of 0.468 cm for 120 angles, covering 360°. Acquisitions times of 10, 20, and 30 s were simulated for each dataset by adding corresponding Poisson noise. 
2.B.1. Simulation of respiratory motion and gating
A breathing dataset was generated by averaging the resulting 15 temporal projection datasets for each phantom configuration [depicted in Fig. 2(a) ]. Furthermore, a static reference dataset was generated, in which no breathing motion is present, referred to as breath-hold.
In order to explore the potential effect of respiratory gating schemes in SPECT, a gating scheme, called optimal gating (OG), 11, 44 is implemented. This scheme was originally tested and developed for PET, which is implemented in current PET scanners. 45 OG is a retrospective scheme that requires list mode data and a respiratory motion signal, for example, from an external device. Based on the respiratory motion signal a time window or gate per respiratory cycle is defined during which counts from the list mode data are added to the image such that (a) 35% of all counts in the list mode are included and (b) the variance of the motion signal in the gate is minimal. This gate is determined after scan completion, and thus includes motion variance from the entire scan duration. OG results in 65% lower count statistics, but potentially yields a higher spatial specificity than nongated acquisitions. It has been shown to result in better detectability and quantitation of upper abdominal lesions 44 in PET. A method like OG is currently not clinically available for SPECT. However, if list mode SPECT data are available, OG may be implemented by analogy with the PET implementation. 11 This could make the OG scheme a viable candidate for SPECT motion compensation and is therefore considered in this study.
The OG scheme was operationalized by selecting 5 of 15 consecutive time frames that constituted the least amount of motion variance, as indexed by the diaphragm motion curve used to generate the XCAT respiratory motion. This resulted in the selection of time frames around the end-expiration phase.
2.C. Reconstruction of SPECT projection data
Every combined projection was reconstructed in 10 iterations with 8 subsets, to a 128 3 voxel matrix (voxel size 0.468 cm), using the validated Monte Carlo-based 3D OSEM reconstruction system UMCS. This system models all relevant physics and collimator-detector effects, providing attenuation and scatter correction and depth-dependent resolution recovery. [41] [42] [43] The precalculated CDR kernels, mentioned above, enabled modeling of the system sensitivity as part of the forward projector, resulting in an inherently quantitative reconstruction. An attenuation map of the end-expiration state of the 4D XCAT phantom, simulating a static breathhold CT, as is often used in clinical practice, was used for attenuation correction for all SPECT reconstructions [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The XCAT phantom activity and attenuation maps and the SPECT/CT reconstructions were generated on an equal voxel grid with a voxel size of 0.468 cm.
2.D. Analyses
Volumes of interests (VOI) on the tumors and the liver were applied to the reconstructed SPECT images and analyzed according to four different dosimetric methods, described in Section 2.D.2. For the ground truth (GT), the original static XCAT phantom was taken.
2.D.1. VOI delineation methods
Volumes of interests were delineated on either end-expiration CT (denoted by CT Mask) or on SPECT images (SPECT Mask). The CT Mask procedure simulated the delineation of the structures of interest based on end-expiration CT. Using the CT mask tumor activity could potentially move outside of the VOI in case of breathing.
Therefore, delineations based on the SPECT image of the phantom were considered as well. For this a threshold was applied to the SPECT images such that the volume of the VOIs equaled that of the corresponding CT Masks. 3 Nonconnected regions after thresholding were manually removed. Coincidently, keeping the volume constant between the two delineation methods ensured that no biases due to differences in VOI volume occurred in subsequent analyses.
Volumes of interests were determined analogously for tumor, healthy liver parenchyma and, when applicable, lung volumes. If, in the case of breathing phantoms, the liver and lung VOIs overlapped, the values from the overlapping region were attributed to the liver VOI.
2.D.2. Dosimetric methods
To assess the influence of the VOI analysis on dosimetry, the activity recovery coefficient (ARC), T/N ratio, cumulative dose-volume histograms (cDVH), and the lung shunt fraction (LSF) were calculated. All four dosimetric quantities were calculated using VOIs from both the CT and SPECT masks.
The ARC, a measure for quantitative reconstruction accuracy, was calculated according to
where A VOIrecon is the mean activity concentration in the VOIs (tumor or liver) in the reconstructed images and A GT is the true (GT) activity concentration in the simulated volumes. T/N is used for dose planning based on a partition model. 30, [46] [47] [48] This method aims at estimating the expected tumor and normal liver doses for a given hypothetically administered 90 Y activity, given the distribution of the MAA over the liver compartments and the lungs. T/N was calculated according to
where A tumor is the mean activity concentration in the tumor VOI and A liver the mean activity concentration in the hepatic parenchyma. 49 The LSF 28 was defined as
where TA lung and TA liver indicated the total activity in the lung and liver VOIs, respectively. By analogy with treatment planning as used in external beam radiotherapy, we have assessed the cDVHs for each simulated acquisition, for both the liver and the tumor VOIs. To this end, we have created histograms of the local dose values estimated from reconstructed local voxel activities, called dose-volume histograms (DVH). The local dose values were estimated with a local deposition model (LD), in which the emitted energy is assumed to be absorbed within the voxel of origin. This method is shown to be in good concordance with Monte Carlo-based dosimetry methods. 50, 51 Subsequently, cDVH is calculated according to
where D max is the upper limit of the local estimated dose.
2.D.3. Statistical analysis
To investigate whether a change in a parameter had a significant effect on dosimetry, for each parameter, the dosimetric value ARC was compared against the corresponding reference value (see Table I ). As an example, the difference in ARC for the LEHR (reference value) and LEHS was calculated for all of the 3600 combinations of the other parameters. From these 3600 difference values the mean (m) and standard deviation (r) were calculated. To assess the relevance of the change in a standardized fashion, Cohen's d was calculated as follows:
Here, m XÀY denotes the mean difference and r XÀY the standard deviation as stated above. 52 The reason for using Cohen's d is that it aims to capture the size of the effect (of changing a parameter) rather than whether two groups of samples are (un)likely to be drawn from the same underlying population (i.e., are significantly different, as is tested with a t-test). In other words, Cohen's d describes how different the two groups of samples are. Cohen proposed to assess the value as follows: small (<0.2), medium (around 0.5), and large effect (>0.8). 52 Consequently, in this study, d ˂ 0.5 was considered unlikely to have a large effect on the dosimetric measure at hand.
RESULTS
3.A. VOI selection
An overview of tumor profiles is given in Fig. 3 . In the simulations containing respiratory motion (panel (c)), it is clearly seen that the activity was smeared beyond the borders of the CT Mask. This is in contrast with the OG and breathhold conditions, where this was less the case.
The shift and deformation of the SPECT Mask is discernible in panels (b) (OG) and (c) (Breathing). It should also be clear from these panels that the SPECT mask was centered on the peak of the reconstructed activity. The LEHR and LEUHR collimators were chosen for this figure, as they exhibit opposite behavior in terms of resolution. The effects of this difference are discernible in each panel: the LEHS collimator resulted in an overestimation of activity in the center of the tumor, but the relatively limited resolution resulted in activity being more smeared out than in the LEHR reconstructions.
3.B. Activity recovery coefficients
The effects of the tested acquisition parameters and physiological properties on the resulting activity recovery coefficients of the tumors are shown quantitatively in Table II . It is clear that the presence of 5% LSF and variations in acquisition time and phantom type did not greatly affect tumor ARC (d < 0.5 for all these factors). Furthermore, location does affect ARC, but not to a major extend, as indicated by Cohen's d being smaller than 0.5 for all locations. Subsequently, the tumor data (ARC and T/N) will be grouped over these factors. Conversely, tumor size, collimator type, acquisition mode, and VOI selection method did greatly affect the tumor ARC. Therefore, these factors will be treated separately in the remainder of this manuscript.
The effect of respiratory motion on the ARCs is clearly visible in Fig. 4 . The activity recovery for the largest tumors during nongated free breathing, delineated with the CT Mask (Breathing -CT Mask in Fig. 4) , was on average 60.8%, 60.5%, and 59.0% for the LEUHR, LEHR, and LEHS collimators as compared to the ground truth. This underestimation increased for smaller tumors. When delineating the same reconstruction with the SPECT Mask, the ARCs of the largest tumors were on average 79.2%, 78.5%, and 76.4% for the LEUHR, LEHR, and LEHS collimators, respectively (Fig. 4) . Optimally gated reconstructions in combination with CT Masks, resulted in ARCs that were closer to the ground truth; activity recoveries for largest tumors were on average 90.1%, 89.2%, and 84.7% for LEUHR, LEHR, and LEHS.
The same OG reconstructions, segmented with the SPECT Masks, resulted in ARCs of 93.4%, 91.9%, and 87.1% that were very similar to breath-hold reconstructions with an average activity recovery of 93.6%, 92.5%, and 87.0% for the LEUHR, LEHR, and LEHS collimators, respectively. The standard deviation, caused by different acquisition times, lesion locations, phantom type, and the presence or absence of LSF was rather stable for all masks and was around 3% for the LEUHR and LEHR collimators, and around 4.5% for the LEHS collimator. The liver ARCs in Fig. 4 show rather consistent values. The ARCs were ≥80% in all cases except for the Breathing -CT Mask condition, which yielded 75.9% with the LEHS collimator and 76.4% with the other two collimators.
3.C. Tumor/nontumor ratios
Breathing also affected the T/N values. As is shown in Fig. 5 , in the best case scenario of the Breath-hold -CT Mask condition in combination with the LEUHR collimator, the T/N for the largest tumor was 4.45 for a ground truth T/N value of 5. All other combinations led to a larger degree of underestimation. The breathing condition with a CT Mask gave at best a T/N of 3.0. This increased to 4.0 when the SPECT Mask was applied to the same data. Optimal Gating performed close to breath-hold with T/N values of 4.3 and 4.4 in the CT and SPECT mask, respectively, for LEUHR.
3.D. Lung shunt fraction estimation
As follows from Fig. 6 , the lung shunt fraction estimations depended only moderately on collimator type. In the breathhold condition with a CT Mask, LSF ranged between 4.79% (for LEUHR) and 4.94% (for LEHS); ground truth is 5.00%. In the case of respiratory motion, the SPECT Mask outperformed the CT Mask for each collimator. Nongated free breathing analyzed with a CT Mask resulted in the largest underestimation for all tested collimators.
3.E. Cumulative dose-volume histogram
The effect of breathing is displayed in Fig. 7 by means of cumulative dose-volume histograms, where a leftward shift of the cDVH curves is visible for all tumor sizes for both the LEHS and the LEUHR collimator, when comparing the Breath-hold -CT Mask condition with any mask and nongated breathing. This corresponds to an underestimation of the dose. Relative to breath-hold, the OG reconstructions, analyzed with either mask, improved the nongated reconstructions for all tumor sizes. The LEHS collimator resulted in a leftward shift of the cDVH curves, relative to the LEUHR collimator, regardless of respiratory motion or delineation technique.
The background activity of the liver (Liver Parenchyma in Fig. 7) shows relatively minor differences between the various conditions.
DISCUSSION
With the relatively recent clinical availability of quantitative SPECT imaging, 4, 5 an attractive avenue for dosimetry in RE has opened up. The aim of this study was to systematically assess the combined effects of realistic breathing and acquisition parameter choices on several dosimetric parameters in the context of RE.
We have investigated the effect of respiratory motion on SPECT quantitation at the organ level. In lung shunt fraction assessment, underestimations due to breathing are limited and are likely too small to have a substantial impact on treatment decisions. 40 Likewise, ARCs and cDVHs (Figs. 4 and 7) of the healthy liver parenchyma suffered only marginally from breathing and collimator effects. The relatively minor influence of breathing on these dosimetric quantities is probably due to the larger volume of the corresponding VOIs. Since current clinical RE dosimetry is centered on limiting collateral damage to healthy lung and liver tissue, we conclude from the present study that the disregard of the effects of breathing on dosimetry at organ level is reasonable.
Conversely, respiratory motion had a very large effect on dosimetry on the spatial scale of individual tumors. This is indicated by a large Cohen's d between breathing and breathhold acquisitions, using a CT Mask (d = 1.87). On average, activity recovery and T/N ratios decreased from 90% to 66%. This implies that, if ignored, respiratory motion has a relatively large degrading effect on partition model dosimetry, causing a gross underestimation of tumor dose.
As an initial exploration of a possible strategy for motion management in SPECT, we have adapted the PET OG method 11, 44 for SPECT. From Fig. 4 it should be clear that OG alleviated much of the detrimental effect of breathing. As such, gating schemes or more advanced motion compensation schemes will be crucial in the further development of radionuclide therapy planning using SPECT.
The SPECT Mask method resulted in higher ARCs for all collimators (Fig. 4) . In clinical practice, the SPECT Mask selection method may be implemented as described before by Sanders, et al. 53 The authors utilized MRI for anatomical delineation of the relevant structures, determining VOI volume. Isocontours were then constructed on the SPECT images such that the volumes of the structures under consideration equaled those of the MRI delineations.
We have implemented this method with CT rather than MRI as basis. In practice, tumors that have a low contrast on CT might complicate the delineation of anatomical images. 28 Conversely, tumors with a relatively low tracer uptake, resulting in a low contrast on SPECT, might result in ill-defined contours when creating a SPECT-based mask. In this case, tumor volume cannot be reliably estimated with SPECT/CT information only. These cases were not included in this study, where we tested a single, realistic T/N ratio and we have assumed good contrast on the hypothetical CT images. Hybrid segmentation methods, integrating the information from both anatomical and functional imaging might be able to alleviate these issues in practice. 54 We acknowledge some further limitations to our study. We have assumed a perfect respiratory cycle with no intercycle variance. This assumption might not be very realistic, 55 but is a necessary prerequisite in order to investigate the effects of breathing and gating in SPECT and at the same time prevent artifacts like the limited-angle effect to occur. 20 This is a hiatus that every gating and motion compensation scheme for SPECT shares. Owing to the serial nature of the SPECT acquisition, it is impossible to guarantee that no inconsistencies occur between the projections in the presence of (nonstationary) motion. This makes it implausible to implement the OG scheme for SPECT as is. As such, the OG results should be interpreted with caution. However, the results of this study do show the necessity and potential benefit of such motion compensation methodologies, if developed specifically for SPECT.
Simulation studies have the obvious limitation of restricted realism as compared with the complexity of clinical studies. The dynamics of respiratory motion is a complex phenomenon, which is simplified in the XCAT phantom. As such, it is likely that effects such as nonrigid deformations of the liver under varying respiratory motion load that might occur in patients, have not been fully reproduced in this study. For other parameters (e.g., body type) we have sought to include a large variety in the digital phantoms to be able to generalize these findings to the general population.
Furthermore, we have modeled all relevant physics of the image formation process using a detailed Monte Carlo package. For the reconstruction, the same projector was used as during simulation, which may have led to committing an inverse crime. 56 However, all simulations were performed by including unique noise realizations and precise modeling of the relevant physics, which prohibits trivial inversion. 56 Lastly, some authors have questioned the suitability of 99m Tc-labeled MAA particles as a predictor of the biodistribution of the subsequent treatment 90 Y particles. 25 However, there is certainly no consensus regarding this. 57 Therefore, any evaluation of dosimetric methods, including this study, should acknowledge the additional uncertainty introduced by this potential mismatch between MAA and 90 Y microsphere biodistribution.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that breathing has a detrimental effect on SPECT quantitation for modern dosimetric methods, such as the partition model. Retrospective gating schemes are capable of alleviating most of the inaccuracy. However, additional research will be needed to establish methods that are able to cope with the effects of nonstationary respiratory motion on projection consistency and on subsequent reconstruction accuracy, especially for smaller scale quantitation.
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